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Trial Lawyers Joe Crumley, Michael A. Bryant, and Andrew Pearson
Andrew Pearson’s life perspective changed when he volunteered
for the Peace Corps. He became more aware of social injustices
and flaws in the legal system.
“I strive to seek justice for the disadvantaged,” he says. “I believe
in fighting to uphold constitutional rights for all people.”
Pearson found the perfect fit representing criminal defendants
with the experienced and effective St. Cloud law firm of
Bradshaw & Bryant.
“I assure my clients that I will go the extra mile to fight for their
rights,” says Pearson, the newest addition to the firm.
Pearson’s credentials speak for themselves. In 2005, he was
recognized by the Minnesota Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association with an award for his use of an innovative defense
strategy in a murder case.
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The dedicated attorneys at Bradshaw & Bryant— representing
clients throughout the state of Minnesota—have successfully
defended clients in personal injury cases, wrongful death claims,
and a wide range of felony matters, from drunk driving (DWI)
and property forfeitures all the way up to murder.

“Every criminal charge must be taken seriously,” says Civil Trial Specialist Mike Bryant, owner of the firm.
“Conviction, even for misdemeanors, is accompanied by serious penalties. You need an experienced criminal
defense attorney to protect your rights, defend your interests, and be an advocate for you.”
Don’t risk conviction–and the corresponding fines, court costs, probation, house arrest, jail time, prison time, loss of
personal property and loss of civil rights—by facing criminal charges alone.
Bryant comments, “Regardless of the facts of your case, we will thoroughly evaluate and investigate all evidence in
your case, give you our honest opinion, and—whether you choose to enter plea negotiations or proceed to trial—we
will vigorously defend you every step of the way.”
The attorneys at Bradshaw & Bryant can assess each case and provide the type of representation needed for justice
to be served.
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